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“I am not yet ready to be Tsar. I know 
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—Nicholas II 
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THE CZAR

Somebody called it a bestiary
but it was best when on its knees

as if each of the beasts 
were kites and I was young again,

without sin. Let’s move,
you said, but to a place without

hills. Empire-building isn’t
a facile task. All that red velvet

like blood pools on floor
tiles, like the afternoon we once

spent in a deer stand. Bottle 
caps for necklaces, an incomplete

deck of cards. You told me 
you invented the playoff beard.

I said your thighs resembled 
a cruise ship inching

toward the shore, but it was
still too frigid to rip off
 
your coveralls. Breath in the air
like fingerprints. Is it true 
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there’s a castle inside your castle,
rescue birds guarding the moat? 

Let me play the princess 
again and you can be the horse 

I rode in on. They say you know 
what happens when the lights 

go out. All of this, I explained, feels 
like it’s happening in a secret 

location. And a week later
your thighs winked at me. Someone

on the television declared, Well, 
they’re not making any more

beachfront property. I wasn’t 
a docile servant any longer.
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THE CZAR

To those who can afford underpinnings of quality.

To those who dine on other people’s roof-straw.

To those directly responsible for increased surveillance.

To those owls who know but don’t consent or tell.

To those whose voting stickers never adhere.

To those princes you dealt with accordingly.

To those who doubt the true innuendos of torture.

To those directly responsible for Miley Cyrus.

To those pollsters you later seduced with mints.

To those who insist every vote should count twice.

To those who dine on salami every day for lunch.

To those faxes we sullied with biological materials.

To those who grow a beard when they shouldn’t.

To those undergraduates who dine on each other.

To those walls you climbed—naked and drunk on icing.

To those who secured the borders of my pants.
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To those workers who bodyguard the potholes.

To those who cannot afford free health care.

To those directly responsible for bathing the Czar.

To those directly responsible for the Virgin Afterbirth.

To those peaches, actual peaches, not innuendos.

To those miniskirts I refused to wear in the elevator.

To those owls who occupied Wall Street.

To those directly responsible for your orgasm.
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THE CZAR

The Czar does not feel
like ruling today. He says
a mistress is just another

hole in the bowling ball.
Bed sheets like permanent 
records. In the morning

the three of us share iced 
black coffee from a to-go cup.
He doesn’t smile as we fight

over his straw. The TV
blasting to drown out
the sounds of an entire

empire crying. Sometimes,
he says, the teleprompter
makes important choices:

what costumes to wear
to the masquerade, or even
which province to invade, 

the princess impregnated
with various indignities.
Like the Vienna sausages 

wedged in their sad casings
at the Super Bowl party. 
When we go to bed 
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each night, he tells us
it’s going to be The Game
of the Century. The two

of us appreciate how 
the Czar believes violence
to be a stringed instrument.

Sometimes he’s a baby
in his imperial mildness,
the way Louis XIV bathed

in the light of a hundred
backlit keypads, all the pins
laying down before his strike. 
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THE CZAR

has a sister. This much is true.
Every girl in this kingdom
and the next wishes it were 

her glass slippers in his hands.
Including myself. Who am I
kidding? There is no other

kingdom. All of us have
memorized the fine features
of the Grand Duchess, her cruel

bangs, dark eye shadow, like
verses from the bibles we torched
and outlawed so long ago. Later,

the Czar fed the ashes to the poor.
Of course, the Grand Duchess 
has yet to make her societal 

debut. For years we have only
followed her on Instagram.
The rumors about the rumors 

about her persist. This much 
is also true. Perhaps she’s just
a character in an old ditty:

you know, the gal you’d slide
across your knee and paddle.
One neighborhood can’t hold
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this much vaudeville, so it spills
into the county, like a detergent
floe, or the naughty sister come

home from a terrible date, no
measure of Dreft enough to tidy
all that human sweat from one eye.
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THE CZAR

When I paint my monarch in watercolor
I half expect him to sentence me

to twenty years hard labor. My biscuits
unphenomenal. All the Alexandrines

in my notebook unremarkable.
Just another girl with coal hair, ready

to boil a pot of beets, leaves, and ashes.
My monarch and I never completed

each other’s exercise programs. 
No attempt to traverse the passageway

of intrusion. So many stoplights
in his kingdom, and he as colorblind

as a prairie dog. Nightly when I hem 
my monarch’s garments, I am mending 

the chiffon of my own discontent. 
He will never read this. His version 

of literacy involves a military campaign
against the gorillas at the zoo. 

Confession: I do not write Alexandrines. 
My notebook not a notebook. Confession: 
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I have been plotting my own illicit
self-portrait for years. The photographs

I’ve taken in black and white lack
recognition. Confession: recognition

has never been my aperture. Sentence 
me, my Lord. Tie me to an outpost.
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THE CZAR

The Czar declares it is too early
to be speaking German. He declares
this in German. He ransacks

his study for an illuminated
manuscript on the tenuous nature
of our attachments. One day

you’re sitting in a dull literary
theory class, the next touching
the man across the room from you

in a dull literary theory class,
and no dull literary theory has ever 
ventured to explain this. Maybe

he’ll become your new Czar, or
at least the Czar of the week. You 
voted against the partial-Czar-

abortion bill, but then took hard
showers in the town plaza and ate
the berries from questionable 

bushes. You lecture your own
literary theory students on nothing
but Das Unheimliche, because who

needs the same thing twice. Unless 
the same thing isn’t the Czar 
and rejects the Czar, his affinity 
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for corks from the finest wines 
possible at the Circle K. Something 
Derrida would never deconstruct. 

Something never so dull as
the feel of the non-Czar’s fingers
on your latest manuscript.
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THE CZAR

Sometimes I imagine the Czar as the Czar
of another kingdom, or a sorority.
The latticework on the castle walls

white and climbable. The latest rumors
say his throne isn’t a throne at all.
At the parade, we ate sausage rolls, truffles,

deflated the tires of the senator’s float.
We were never even taken into custody.
The next afternoon you couldn’t be trusted

to babysit the ancient Crock-Pot or dress 
the one deer we’d always been meant 
to devour. You said, My name is the Czar

and I approve this message. I kept my 
apron strings tied. Clogs on my feet.
All the bees at the window, looking

to sting something. The problem was
you were the Czar, esteemed vice
provost of Czar State University, or

chancellor of Czar Technical College,
home of the Fighting Screws. Apparently
my destiny was to become just another 

plaything. I had taken part in an ancient
tradition, like the way you fetished
miniatures of your own countenance
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despite the taboo. Sometimes I imagine
the Czar’s visage superimposed on my
pantalets. Oh, the ballads he sings there!


